Report any communicable health issues PRIOR to entering the dairy plant.

Hair net required (red for visitors), beard snood to be worn by those with sideburns, mustaches, and/or beards of more than two day’s growth.

Eye Protection Required

Wear clean and appropriate clothing
- lab coats snapped closed
- whites, with snaps required,
- long pants required
- Temporary Lab coats for visitors

Coughing/sneezing should be done into the elbow/shoulder and away from products and equipment

Wear clean and appropriate footwear (dedicated sanitary boots/shoes or disposable shoe covers required.

Gloves must be worn over nail polish/artificial nails

Remove all visible jewelry
- earrings
- watches
- Necklaces
- plain wedding band and medical alert items allowed

Open cuts/wounds must be covered and protected

Wash and sanitize hands upon entering production area

Walk through foot sanitizer foam when entering plant

Wear clean and appropriate clothing
- lab coats snapped closed
- whites, with snaps required,
- long pants required
- Temporary Lab coats for visitors

Gloves must be worn over nail polish/artificial nails

Open cuts/wounds must be covered and protected

Hair net required (red for visitors), beard snood to be worn by those with sideburns, mustaches, and/or beards of more than two day’s growth

C呼吁ing/sneezing should be done into the elbow/shoulder and away from products and equipment

Wear clean and appropriate clothing
- lab coats snapped closed
- whites, with snaps required,
- long pants required
- Temporary Lab coats for visitors

Gloves must be worn over nail polish/artificial nails

Open cuts/wounds must be covered and protected

Wash and sanitize hands upon entering production area

Walk through foot sanitizer foam when entering plant

Remove all visible jewelry
- earrings
- watches
- Necklaces
- plain wedding band and medical alert items allowed

Wear clean and appropriate footwear (dedicated sanitary boots/shoes or disposable shoe covers required.

NO
- High heels
- Open-toed/heeled shoes
- or sandals